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PURPOSE: To contrive a reduction in the necessary number of through holes and a

eduction by half in the kinds of non-through holes in a multilayer printed-wiring board.

CONSTITUTION: Patterns 2 and 3 having different potentials are wired in two internal

3yer surfaces 5 and 6 in a lattice form and the equipotential patterns between the two

;urfaces are made to connect to each other through inner via holes 1. Thereby, the

necessary number of through holes is decreased and the kinds of non-through holes 4

ire reduced by half.
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* NOTICES *

JPO and NCIPI are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Clatm 1] It is the multilayer board which it is the multilayer board which has the pair of a inner layer side, and an inner BAIA hole, and the laminating

of the inner layer side which makes a pair is carried out up and down relatively, and the different electrical power system pattern and different GND
system pattern of potential are prepared in each inner layer side, and is characterized by an inner BAIA hole connecting the electrical power system
patterns of inner layer face-to-face same electric potential which make a pair, and GND system patterns, respectively.

[Claim 2] The electrical power system pattern connected through said inner BAIA hole and a GND system pattern are a multilayer board according to

claim 1 characterized by being drawn outside by the non-penetrating hole.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

JPO and NCIPI are not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely,

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Industrial Application] Especially this invention relates to the multilayer board suitable for high density assembly about a multilayer board.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] In order to raise the pattern wiring consistency on a printed circuit board, and a component-mounting consistency with
the demand of a miniaturization of the printed circuit board of these days, the multilayer board which has a non-penetrating through hole is used.
[0003] On the other hand, in the multilayer board, as shown in drawing 4 as the usual pattern wiring technique, it wires in two inner layer sides 5 and 6

where the electrical power system pattern 2 and the GND system pattern 3 are separate.

[0004] Therefore, when connecting the electrical power system pattern 2 currently wired in the inner layer sides 5 and 6, and the GND system pattern

3 to the pattern in an outer layer side, it is carried out by the non-penetrating through hole 4 which connects the voltage plane of a inner layer, and a

GND layer to the penetration through hole 8 or an outer layer side as shown in drawing 5 .

[0005]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] In the conventional multilayer board, when the electrical power system pattern 2 and the GND system
pattern 3 which were wired in two separate inner layer sides 5 and 6, and the pattern wired in the outer layer side were connected, the penetration
through hole 8 or the non-penetrating through hole 4 was used like drawing 5 .

[0006] However, the tooth spaces in which a penetration through hole can be established will decrease in number, and a penetration through hole will

receive large constraint in connection with a inner layer side as the loading component-mounting consistency on a multilayer board becomes high,

since it cannot prepare in the part which has a pattern and putt in an outer layer side.

[0007] Moreover, when using a non-penetrating through hole, the combination (for example, the 1st layer, the 3rd layer, the 1st layer, the 4th layer,

etc.) of the stratification plane connected by the non-penetrating through hole increases, and there is a fault of the production process of a multilayer

board becoming very complicated, and becoming difficult.

[0008] The purpose of this invention is to offer the multilayer board which the number of penetration through holes was reduced [ multilayer board ],

and decreased the class of non-penetrating through hole.

[0009]

[Means for Solving the Problem] The multilayer board applied to this invention in order to attain said purpose is a multilayer board which has the pair

of a inner layer side, and an inner BAIA hole, the laminating of the inner layer side which makes a pair is carried out up and down relatively, the
different electrical power system pattern and different GND system pattern of potential are prepared in each inner layer side, and an inner BAIA hole

connects the electrical power system patterns of inner layer face-to-face same electric potential which make a pair, and GND system patterns,

respectively.

[0010] Moreover, the electrical power system pattern and GND system pattern which were connected through said inner BAIA hole are drawn outside
by the non-penetrating hole.

[0011]-

[Function] The electrical power system patterns within the inner layer side which faced each other, and GND system patterns are connected by the
inner BAIA hole infixed in the inner layer face-to-face by which the laminating was carried out up and down, respectively. Therefore, it becomes
possible to reduce the non-penetrating through hole which penetrates the inner layer side of 1 and reaches other inner layer sides. Furthermore, it

becomes possible to reduce the number of the penetration through holes which penetrate both the up-and-down inner layer side.

[0012]

[Example] Hereafter, this invention is explained using a drawing.

[0013] The top view and drawing 3 as which the top view showing the 1st inner layer side of the multilayer board which drawing 1 requires for the
example of this invention, and drawing 2 regarded the 2nd inner layer side from the 1st inner layer side side are drawing showing the condition of

having combined two inner layer sides, and are a sectional view which meets the A-A'B-B of line and drawing 2 ' line of drawing 1 .

[0014] As shown in drawing 1 , on the 1st inner layer side 5, the block of the electrical power system pattern 2 and the block of the GND system
pattern 3 are arranged in the shape of a grid, and the interblock chisel of the electrical power system pattern 2 is connected in the shape of a slash.

Moreover, also on the 2nd inner layer side 6, the block of each patterns 2 and 3 is similarly arranged in the shape of a grid, and the interblock chisel of
the GND system pattern 3 is connected in the shape of a slash.

[0015] And the laminating of the two inner layer sides 5 and 6 is carried out up and down, and between two pattern blocks of the same electric

potential of the inner layer sides 5 and 6 is connected in the inner BAIA hole 1. Moreover, connection of the shape of a slash during a pattern block is

able to become reverse in respect of the 1 st inner layer and the 2nd inner layer.

[0016] Moreover, since the electrical power system pattern 2 and the GND system pattern 3 are formed in the same stratification plane, when
connecting with the electrical power system pattern 2 of the inner layer sides 5 and 6, and the GND system pattern 3 from an outer layer side in a

multilayer board 7 in the non-penetrating through hole 4, a non-penetrating through hole which exceeds the pin centerjarge of a substrate is

unnecessary in the 1st inner layer side 5 and the 2nd inner layer side 6.

[0017]

[Effect of the Invention] By the pattern with which potentials differ giving the 2nd page of the inner layer side arranged at arbitration at the same
stratification plane, and making this invention into the structure of connecting the same-electric-potential patterns for the 2nd page in an inner BAIA
hole, in a multilayer board, as explained above Since the electrical power system and the non-penetrating through hole for GND system pattern
connection which are connected across a substrate pin center.large become unnecessary, the class of non-penetrating through hole can be reduced
sharply and there is effectiveness which can simplify the production process of a multilayer board.

[0018] Moreover, in the former, since the part which was being connected to the electrical power system of a inner layer and the GND system pattern
in the penetration through hole can be easily made into a non-penetrating through hole, it is effective in the ability to improve the packaging density of
the loading components on a multilayer board.
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DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing 1] It is the top view showing the 1 st inner layer side in the multilayer board concerning the example of this invention.

[Drawing 2] It is the top view showing the 2nd inner layer side in the multilayer board concerning the example of this invention.

[Drawing 3] It is the sectional view showing the multilayer board concerning the example of this invention.

[Drawing 4] It is the top view showing the inner layer side in the conventional multilayer board.

[Drawing 5] It is the sectional view showing the conventional multilayer board.

[Description of Notations]

1 Inner BAIA Hole

2 Electrical Power System Pattern

3 GND System Pattern

4 Non-Penetrating through Hole

5 IstTapetum
6 2nd Tapetum
7 Multilayer Board
8 Penetration through Hole

[Translation done.]
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DRAWINGS

[Drawing 1]

[Drawing 2]
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